METHOD 1 - WET MOUNT
(Recommended for 1st time vinyl installers)

These should be applied on the inside of the truck's
or SUV’s back window, NOT ON THE OUTSIDE!!!
Note: if you have a
sliding rear window
you will have to
cut narrow sections
out of the decal
and apply it in
2-3 pieces
depending on
your window style.

1. Clean surface with lint free cloth.

2. Remove Backing paper
(The backing paper is the opposite of the thin
side which you can see the decal through)

X

4. While decal is dripping wet place on window
and move to desired position. Using the edge of
a credit card apply sweeping pressure to the
entire sheet of release paper inluding decal
making sure to work out all water and bubbles
to the edge of the paper. Blot the entire sheet
of paper and windshield with a dry towel removing
remaining moisture.
Allow in sun
to dry between
2-6 hours

4. After appropriate dry time try lifting slowly
one corner of the release paper until you reach the
decal. If the decal does not lift you may proceed
carefully pulling the release paper back at 180°
back against itself. If vinyl starts to lift, use a credit
card to rub down thru the paper until the decal sticks.
TIP:
Bubbles can be popped
with the head of a pin
or exacto knife after
vinyl is installed and
rubbed flat

3. Spray to Soak Back of Decal and surrounding
release paper (Immediately proceed to step 4)

4. Apply the vertical strips being careful to keep
the parallel and equal distance apart to simulate gunrack
Same “

Trim off extra
vinyl at windows
edge
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METHOD 2 - DRY MOUNT
(Recommended for more confident installers)

These should be applied on the inside of the truck's
or SUV’s back window, NOT ON THE OUTSIDE!!!
Note: if you have a
sliding rear window
you will have to
cut narrow sections
out of the decal
and apply it in
2-3 pieces
depending on
your window style.

4. Flip decal back down, holding the bottom of release sheet
out and away from the window. Holding taughtly and using
the edge of a credit card apply sweeping pressure
to the decal beginning at top center working down and
outward to each side working out bubbles as you go.

1. Clean surface with lint free cloth.

2. Position decal and tape hinge along entire top

4. Carefully pull the release paper back at 180°
back against itself. If vinyl starts to lift, use a credit
card to rub down thru the paper or on the vinyl itself
until the decal sticks.
TIP:
Bubbles can be popped
with the head of a pin
or exacto knife after
vinyl is installed and
rubbed flat

3. Flip up and carefully remove backing paper
starting from one corner
5. Apply the vertical strips being careful to keep
the parallel and equal distance apart to simulate gunrack
Same “

Trim off extra
vinyl at windows
edge
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